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ABSTRACT

In this study we investigate pine forest backscattering in L-band by using a coherent field scattering model. We generate
multilook data by a novel method for a realistic Scots Pine cylinder model and take a closer look at the probability
density functions of the scattering. Multilook data are generated by rotating the tree model randomly around its vertical
axis. We show that coherent field scattering model generatesspeckle and a realistic data distribution similar to real SAR
measurement. The PDF is very close to multidimensional Gaussian distribution and, therefore, single averaged covariance
matrix of the multilook data describes well the whole ensemble. We propose averaged covariance matrix formalism to be
used for study also model output. Usage of covariance matrixformalism allows us to use descriptors like target entropy
and alpha, which are commonly used to analyse SAR images, this helps also comparison between the model output and
SAR image. We show that entropy and alpha values generated byour method for Scots Pine forest agree well with values
measured for real forest with similar age and size.

1. INTRODUCTION

Demand for coherent scattering models has grown with the wider use of fully polarimetric and interferometric measure-
ments. SAR based forest remote sensing needs models which can handle phase information precisely in order to response
to wider use of polarimetric and interferometric data. Several models have recently been developed to simulate microwave
backscattering from forest canopy. In [1] Saatchi and McDonald discussed coherent effects in microwave backscattering
models for forest canopies. Lin and Sarabandi have presented a coherent backscattering model for forest [2] and used it
to investigate polarimetric and interferometric responses [3]. Thirion et al. [4] applied a coherent scattering modelto sim-
ulate backscattering from a mangrove forest. In [5] Papathanassiou and Cloude show the possibilities of interferometric
polarimetry where the fully coherent signal plays the key role.

Theoretically, a fully coherent scattering model can describe the electromagenetic wave interaction with an object ina
physically exact way. However, for complex targets, the coherent model generates also speckle. When modeling the
scattering from a tree for L- or C-band with a fully coherent model, the reflections from the complex structure sum up
coherently with virtually random phase, enhancing or canceling the resulting wave amplitude. This means that the model
output depends drastically on target orientation, shape and incident and scattering direction. In such a case, a single
backscattering value in a certain direction is not very informative in order to describe the target under the observation.
Generally, when dealing with variables of random nature, weshould investigate the probability density function of the
variable. Here we propose a method to generate and investigate a probability density function of simulated scattering for
a tree. We propose that by rotating the tree model around the vertical axis, we can generate a represenative collection










